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GLOSSARY  

Word Definition 

AML/CFT Anti-Money Laundering and Combatting the Financing of Terrorism Policy 

Business Services 

Intermediary 

(BSI): 

Institutions (such as Business Incubators, Accelerators) officially registered in Jamaica 

that, under this Pilot Programme, will be responsible to: channel the funds to the 

entrepreneurs and firms; contributing to the presentation of proposals and assisting DBJ 

in the monitoring of the objectives agreed with each individual beneficiary. 

Business 

Accelerator 

Institutions that help young and small companies to grow rapidly. A business 

acceleration program usually lasts between 3-6 months. The emphasis of the business 

accelerator is on rapid growth, and to sort out all organizational, operational, and 

strategic difficulties that might be facing the business. It can be understood as a holistic 

business advisory service, often bearing strong resemblance to traditional management 

consulting practices, but adjusted to fit small and medium sized organizations. Typically, 

accelerators take businesses from concept to product, providing them with early-stage 

funding and mentoring in return for equity. The programmes culminate in a demo day 

where graduates pitch to a room full of investors in the hope they'll secure follow-on 

funding 

Business Day Monday to Friday; between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. For the purposes of 

this Agreement, Business Day means any day (excluding Saturday, Sunday or a public 

holiday) on which commercial entities are open to the public for business in Jamaica 

Business 

Incubator 

An organization designed to accelerate the growth and success of entrepreneurial 

companies through an array of business support resources and services that could 

include physical space, capital, coaching, common services, and networking 

connections. The goal of incubators is to increase the chance that a start-up will succeed, 

and shorten the time and reduce the cost of establishing and growing its business. If 

successful, business incubators can help to nurture the companies responsible for the 

creation of future wealth and employment. Incubators serve as a launching pad for 

young and small businesses. 

Coaching and 

Mentoring 

Confidential, substantive, individual advice, guidance or instruction that is provided to 

both current and prospective business owners.  It involves a process of in-depth, 

substantive, two-way communication between the client and counsellor pertaining to 

starting, managing or growing a small business. The goal of coaching is to increase the 

management capability of the business owner and is viewed as an educational process. 

Early 

Development 

The first three years after the establishment of the enterprise is generally referred to as 

the early development phase in the entrepreneurial phase. This period is critical to the 

survival of the enterprise. The entrepreneur needs to confront key challenges such as 

overcoming barriers to survival, demonstrating business management capabilities and 

entering the market. 

Export 
Exports are the goods and services produced in one country and purchased by citizens 

of another country. 

Not exported if purchased - on cruised ship locally docked; local airport shops, by a 

visiting tourist.   

Export Ready 
Export Ready criteria includes: 

 Management commitment 

 primary target markets identified  
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Word Definition 

 market entry strategies selected  

 international marketing plan developed  

 programs and forms to select and serve international distributor prospects are 

prepared. 

Growth Stage From around the third year of operation the enterprise typically enters its growth phase. 

Growth Strategy 

Plan 

A document created by a MSE and their BSI which outlines a business development and 

project implementation strategy. Adherence to this plan will be monitored to ensure 

that the targets are met and that the overall objectives of the programme are achieved. 

IGNITE 
Innovation Grant from New Ideas to Entrepreneurship.   This is a grant fund for 

innovative entrepreneurs, targeting new businesses through existing MSE development 

organisations and incubator programmes. 

Innovation The implementation of a new or significantly improved product (good or service), or 

process, or a new marketing method. The minimum requirement for an innovation is 

that the product, process or marketing method must be new - without prior exposure 

(or significantly improved) to the Jamaican marketplace.   

New Jobs 
 All persons who were employed in any form of economic activity for one hour 

or more during the implementation phase of this project;  

 All persons who were previously employed to the company but has not been 

engaged due to company’s inability to sustain the staff; and  

 Volunteers workers. 

 

The following should not be recorded as new employment:  

a) Where contracts were renewed at least once before or during IGNITE; OR 

b) A consultant paid to assist with the execution of the project - a specific 

assignment or set of tasks.  

Note that the agreement explicitly states that the grant may be used to pay for salaries 

amounting to no more than 15% of the grant amount. 

New 

Market/Region 

Penetration 

These include:  

 Sales via web/online distribution; and 

 Sales in a new geographical location. 

Note that this does not include sales on cruise ship. 

MSE 
Micro and Small enterprises - A business entity organized for profit, with a place of 

business located in Jamaica, and which operates primarily within Jamaica or makes a 

significant contribution to the Jamaican economy through payment of taxes or use of 

Jamaican products, materials or labor. These companies must operate in the productive 

sectors should at least be registered as a sole trader and have the following 

characteristics: 

 PRIMARY INDICATOR SECONDARY INDICATORS 

Firm Size Total Annual Sales/Turnover No. of employees 

Micro ≤J$15 million ≤ 5 

Small > $15 million ≤ J$60 million 6 – 20 
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Word Definition 

The following types of companies are excluded: 

 Government ministries/agencies; 

 Financial institutions (regulated or unregulated); 

 Non-profit organizations; 

 Pre-venture entrepreneurs (companies not yet in operation); and 

 Large corporations (greater than 50 employees with annual turnover greater 

than J$425 million). 

Partnership A partnership is a relationship of substance between two or more organization involving 

shared responsibilities in implementing projects funded by the Development Bank of 

Jamaica (DBJ). 

Politically 

Exposed Persons1 

Individuals who have been entrusted with prominent public functions (i.e senior 

politician, senior executives of state owned corporations, senior government officials 

etc.). The category of persons also includes their immediate family and close associates 

( parent, spouse, child, sibling, in-law, close associate, or any person known to maintain 

unusually close relationships with a PEP). 

Physical 

Incubator 

An organization designed to accelerate the growth and success of entrepreneurial 

companies through an array of business support resources and services that could 

include physical space, capital, coaching, common services, and networking 

connections. 

Pre Start-up This may involve identifying business opportunities and ideas, preparing the ground 

work for the venture as well as doing some form of business planning 

Start-up A company working to solve a problem where the solution is not obvious, and success 

is not guaranteed. The key attribute of a start-up is its ability to grow. Specifically, a 

start-up is a company designed to scale very quickly. For this IGNITE Pilot Programme, 

we will consider start-ups to be existing firms, residents of Jamaica, with less than 4 

years since the registration of their business with Company’s Office of Jamaica. 

Training A training programme is defined as an activity or event presented or co-sponsored by a 

resource partner or third party that delivers a structured programme of knowledge, 

information or experience on a business-related subject and must last for a minimum of 

one hour and include two or more clients. 

Virtual Incubator A fee is charged which gives entrepreneurs access to the incubator program including 

business support services, business assistance and counseling, administrative support 

services, facilities and shared equipment access, as well as access to sources of capital, 

while situated at their own business locations.  

 

 

                                                           
1 Updated source BOJ Guidance document 
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PART 1 - IGNITE PROJECT AND ELIGIBILITY 

SECTION A - OVERVIEW 

OBJECTIVE 

With the objective of fostering innovation in Micro and Small Enterprises (MSEs) and to promote new innovative 

ventures and support the creation and growth of new innovative firms in productive sectors, the Development Bank 

of Jamaica (DBJ) has designed a grant fund - Innovation Grant from New Ideas to Entrepreneurship (IGNITE) for 

innovative entrepreneurs. This programme will target new businesses through existing registered MSE development 

programmes and incubator programmes; and will be implemented over two (2) years with a select group of 

innovative start-up enterprises. 

 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GRANT PROGRAMME 

A grant of up to J$4M (or 70% of the project cost) will be provided for implementing innovation activities which 

supports the creation and growth of entrepreneurs and new firms.  The programme will operate through Business 

Service Intermediaries (BSI) which were selected through a transparent and competitive process.  Applications for 

an IGNITE Grant will only be accepted from DBJ’s approved BSI. These BSIs will review applications, facilitate the 

development of  MSE’s proposal-presentation and submit shortlisted applications to DBJ for grant funding. In 

addition to the roles detailed below in Part 2, the BSI will assist DBJ in the monitoring of the objectives agreed with 

each grant awardee, and act as a conduit for grant funds to the entrepreneurs.  

 

THE IGNITE PROCESS 

 
 

  

Evaluation & 
selection of Business 

Services 
Intermediaries

Screening & 
shortlisting of Grant 

Applications

Evaluation of shortlisted grant 
application - Scoring of: 

• Application Form

• Pitch Presentation

Grant Approval & 
Notification of Award

Execution of 
Agreements

Orientation & 
training workshop 

with awardees

Partial Disbursement 
of Grant Funds

Project 
Implementation-

Monitoring, 
Evaluating & 

Reporting
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DURATION AND PROJECTED TIMELINE 

IGNITE Cohort II will be implemented over thirty (30) months commencing with its launch in April 2018.  Grant 

recipients will participate in the programme for up to two (2) years, commencing on the date of the executed 

Agreement.  The programme timelines are outlined as follows: 

 

Table 1- IGNITE Programme Timelines 
# Activity Responsible 

Party 
Timeline 

1. Evaluation & Selection of BSIs DBJ April  2018 

 Issue Call for Business Services intermediary (BSI)   

 Evaluation of proposals    

 Selection and announcement of approved BSIs   

 Execution of Memorandum of Agreements    

    

2. Screening & shortlisting of Applications BSI  July 2018 

 Issue Call for Applications   

 Review and shortlist MSEs applications   

 Assist shortlisted MSEs to prepare DBJ’s application   

 Submit MSEs applications to DBJ     

    

3.  Evaluation  of Applications & Pitch Sessions DBJ September  2018 

 Review applications and select shortlisted MSEs    

 Invite shortlisted applicants to pitch session   

 Selection of final applicants   

    

4. Grant Approval & Notification of Award DBJ/BSI November  2018 

 Successful application are recommended to the DBJ’s Board 
for approval 

  

 Entrepreneurs and BSIs are notified of the decision to award 
grant  

  

    

5. Execute Memorandum of Agreements with beneficiaries & 
BSIs 

DBJ January 2019 

    

6. Host orientation meeting  and training sessions with grant 
awardees 

BSI January  2019 

 The training modules and schedule are to be finalised with the 
BSIs 

  

    

7. Implementation of Programme DBJ/BSI Jan. 2019 - Jun. 
2020 

    

8. Project Close Out DBJ September 2020 
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SECTION B - ROLE OF DEVELOPMENT BANK OF JAMAICA (SPONSOR) 

1. Evaluate recommended projects 

1.1 This evaluation may include but not limited to the following: 

1.1.1 Review of submitted documents 

1.1.2 Visit of the project site 

1.1.3 Facilitating an interview/pitch by the MSE/Entrepreneur,  

1.1.4 Psychometric analysis of the entrepreneur’s ability to operate the business as against 

generating great project ideas 

 

2. Create Environment that facilitate Business Growth  

2.1 In collaboration with BSI, assess the stages and needs of the Entrepreneurs and provide relevant 

support services to projects during implementation; 

2.2 Design and develop in collaboration with project partners tools and management system for use 

by all parties; 

2.3 Facilitate networking among all awardees and other external opportunities; 

2.4 Disburse grants and fees to the approved BSIs within the agreed schedule and for the purposes 

agreed for the respective projects; 

2.5 Develop and agree on a Monitoring and Evaluation framework in conjunction with the BSIs to 

evaluate the progress of the Project; 

2.6 Provide to the BSI an outline of the required quarterly progress and financial reports for all parties;  

2.7 Review all reports provided by BSIs to ensure compliance with the Monitoring and Evaluation 

framework; 

2.8 Review supporting documents provided by the BSIs and the MSEs in respect of the requirements 

under the Programme to ensure conformity with pre and post disbursement conditions; 

2.9 Fund a maximum of three (3) mandatory capacity building training sessions for each selected MSEs 

within the programme, based on the needs assessment conducted by BSIs. The maximum budget 

allocated for all three (3) training sessions shall not exceed Fifty Thousand Dollars (J$50,000); 

2.10 Conduct site visits fo MSE business premises, project site or factory locations annually as is 

applicable to the IGNITE project; and 

2.11 Maintain the right to audit the records relating to the projects funded by the Grant;  
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SECTION C - ROLES OF DBJ AND THE BSI  

DBJ and the BSI jointly agrees to the following: 

 Verify the performance results claimed by a grant recipient. The verification of the achievement of project 

implementation milestones varies according to the nature of the disbursement milestone. Verification 

methods include: 

• conduct physical inspection of assets (completed prototypes, installed machinery etc.); 

• view records evidencing completion of a specific process (e.g. training courses); 

• interview recipients and suppliers. 

Checks on services provided will be based on: 

 Verification of service described, performance targets and reporting requirements as per the annexes to 

the grant agreement (between the DBJ and the awardee, and between the awardee and the service 

provider/BSI); 

 Onsite inspection (where possible) of delivery of subproject in practice (e.g. training, demonstration, 

advisory program); 

 Invoices and receipts (e.g. for services provided and administrative expenses) 

   

Checks on goods (equipment, materials, supplies) provided will be based on: 

 actual delivery documentation of goods as ordered, and inspection of goods on site; 

 verification of price paid (on invoices and receipts); 

 evidence of timeliness, completeness, condition, breakage, adequate performance etc. (as stated in the 

delivery supply contract); 

 presence of performance agreement, adequate warranties, after sales service (as per contracts) 

 completion of delivery report signed by both parties ; and 

 verification of serial and model number of machinery etc. (on invoices and receipts) 
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SECTION D - BUSINESS SERVICES INTERMEDIARIES (BSI) 

ROLE OF BSI 

The BSI shall not subcontract their roles and responsibilities in relation to the management of the 

implementation of the IGNITE programme.  

 
1. Staffing and Operational Requirements 

 

 The BSI shall:  

1.1 Source suitably qualified mentors and coaches , project resources, and or management system 

needed to provide the necessary guidance to MSEs to successfully implement their IGNITE project; 

1.2 Provide recommended actions or activities for MSEs (could be done through mentors and coaches 

of service providers) that will assist with the successful implementation of IGNITE projects. 

Recommended actions should accompany disbursements requests for MSEs  

1.3 Maintain adequate staffing to assist MSEs meet their needs to grow and succeed; 

1.4 Provide/ use mentor community, business advisors and other experts to supplement services 

offered by staff; 

1.5 Establish a separate bank account through which the grant funds will be channelled and from 

which statements must be available for inspection by auditors from DBJ. Statements must be 

submitted along with disbursement requests to substantiate the previous receipts and 

disbursements; 

1.6 Facilitates networking among its clients and the outside business community;  

1.7 Remove consistently failing, non-responsive and non-performing MSEs from of the programme; 

1.8 Maintain regular contact with the grant recipients to obtain impact data, to assist current clients 

and/or become potential project funders and supporters; 

1.9 Facilitate, where required, coworking space or incubation facilities that are appropriate for the 

needs of its clients;  

1.10 Facilitate its clients with access to up-to-date data communications infrastructure and equipment 

where required; 

1.11  Collect quantifiable data and information, on a monthly, quarterly and or annually basis, to ensure 

the programme is meeting its desired objectives; and 

1.12 Collect impact data (revenue, employment, investment, etc.) from its current clients .  

 

2. Screen, prepare, shortlist & recommend interested applicants to DBJ  

2.1 Accept interest from Innovative Entrepreneurs for grant funding;  

2.2 Assess, select and determine the MSEs for participating in the Programme in adherence with the 

DBJ’s Guidelines for IGNITE Applications; 

2.3 Conduct feasibility assessment of project’s concept. This may include but not limited to conducting  

site visit, reviewing of governance structure and operational procedures;  

2.4 Provide technical assistance support to MSEs in the development of their grant proposals and 

completing their grant application process;  

2.5 Exercise objectivity and confidentiality with each MSEs’ projects in their IGNITE portfolio as 

follows:  

2.5.1 hold in trust and confidence any information or documents ("Confidential Information") 

disclosed to us, discovered by us, or drafted by us as a result of interacting with our IGNTIE 

clients under the IGNITE programme. We agree to use any Confidential Information only for 
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the purposes of concluding fair and objective assessment, recommendation for the client; and 

will not disclose said Confidential Information to any party other than associated project team; 

2.5.2 retain no copies of information (written or otherwise) or prototypes supplied in whole or part 

thereof and agree neither to assist nor be associated with the project, applicant or intended 

target group in the above-mentioned project, or to utilize the information in whole or part for 

direct or indirect benefit; 

2.5.3 understand and agree that any failure to comply with the Operations Manual will result in a 

breach of this Agreement and the entity herewith represented will be excluded from the 

programme and may be asked to refund any monies received under the programme. 

2.6 Submit to the DBJ no later than the submission deadline on Friday, 31 August 2018  at 3:00pm 

[Kingston time] all required documents for the short-listed applicants being recommended for 

grant funding; 

2.7 Prepare approved applicants to pitch/present their grant proposals to DBJ;  

2.8 In collaboration with the entrepreneurs’ legal advisor, guide grant awardees of the terms and 

conditions of the agreement so as to ensure full understanding of the parties roles.  

 

3. Capacity Building: Technical and Business Services Assistance 

3.1 The BSI should encourage the IGNITE beneficiaries to access their in-house training programmes 

at subsidised costs where applicable. 

3.2 Conduct gap assessment to determine the MSE’s needs prior to completing the application; 

3.3 Develop in collaboration with MSEs a comprehensive customized ”Growth Strategy Plan” to 

support each business development and project implementation.  These plans must include but 

not limited to:  

 Assisting the MSEs to develop their operational structure, plan, policies or procedures 

 Assisting MSEs to build their management team and develop an effective service provider 

network;  

 Improving business processes, productivity and operations; 

 Facilitating access to increase funding and or assisting MSEs to raise other financing via grant, 

equity, or loan; 

 Marketing and market penetration for local and export markets; 

 Developing MSEs capacity through mentoring and training; and  

 Monitoring to ensure that the targets are met and that the overall objectives of the 

programme are achieved as disbursements are subject to achievement of these milestones.  

3.4 Facilitate the implementation of MSE’s growth strategy and provide business support services; 

3.5 Assist clients to establish milestones to measure the progress of their business and facilitate 

dialogue with them about meeting these milestones;  

3.6 Undertake continuous evaluation of their growth programme and related business support 

services, to determine its relevance and make adjustments where necessary;  

3.7 Facilitate training workshops with DBJ grant funding for MSEs that require additional support. 

Where the BSI does not offer the training required, the BSI shall be at liberty to contract third 

parties to provide same. The onus will be on the BSI to ensure that the third parties have the 

necessary skills and competence  

3.8 Conduct additional training sessions using fees paid by the MSEs; 

3.9 Each strategic plan developed for the MSEs must clearly demonstrate a schedule for frequent 

review of the activities completed to address the gap and or identify other business needs; and   
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3.10 Encourage BSI’s and MSE  to agree activities to be undertaken and goals to be achieved under 

IGNITE programme (included in agreement between DBJ, BSI and MSE).  

 
4. Disbursement and Monitoring of Grant Funds; 

4.1 Reassess projects failing to request their 1st disbursement within the first quarter of signing their 

agreement with the DBJ, to determine the relevance of MSE work plan and budget;  

4.2 Submit to DBJ, requests for grant disbursements within the first ten (10) business days of the 

month; 

4.3 Where the MSE’s budgets were revised, copies of the approved version (signed by BSI) must be 

accompany the request for disbursement  

4.4 In the monitoring of the MSE’s activities and the grant funds, the BSI shall: 

4.4.1 Verify the use of grants given to MSEs affirming they were used for the intended purposes; 

4.4.2 Manage the MSEs’ request for disbursement in conjunction with their budget and work plan; 

4.4.3 Submit to DBJ on behalf of the MSEs, their completed request forms for grant disbursement; 

These forms must be stamped and signed by the BSI’s authorized project manager; and 

4.4.4 Channel DBJ’s grant funds to the MSEs (grant recipients) and/or their selected vendors.   

 

5. Reporting, Records Management and Monitoring and Evaluation  

5.1 The performance of the BSI under the IGNITE programme will be measured against the variables 

agreed on with DBJ and the results from each MSE’s report; 

5.2 BSIs must maintain complete records relating to all the projects in their portfolio and grant 

received from the DBJ and disbursed; 

5.3 The BSI shall also provide monitoring reports in the format provided by DBJ as follows: - 

a) Quarterly reports become due  within five (5) business days, as hereinafter defined of the end 

of the first quarter and thereafter quarterly; 

b) Projects’ review report  become due two months (40-days business days) after the first 12-

months of implementation; 

c) Final report becomes due after 18 months  of project implementation ; 

d) Evidence of training provided to MSEs. These could include inter alia, copies of attendance 

register with signatures of the MSEs, results of evaluation of training, photographs, etc. 

e) First impact assessment report becomes due six (6) months after the end of the programme 

implementation or 24  months of implementation.  This report should also include 

recommendations for further development;  

f) Second impact assessment report becomes due  12 months thereafter  or 36 months of 

implementation. This report will be completed in collaboration with the DBJ. 

 

 

Note that DBJ reserves the right to verify the evidence provided aforesaid with the MSEs. 
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SECTION E - MSE’S APPLICATION AND CATEGORY ELIGIBILITY  

 

Eligible categories include technology-based sectors and sectors with export potential meeting international 

standards and/or linking to international value chains.  Table 2 below illustrates the sectors to be supported these 

include but are not limited to: 

 
Table 2 - Eligible Categories 

Categories Examples of Projects 

Software and ICT Industries  New multimedia software applications 

 Object-oriented programming techniques in automatic data processing systems 

development 

 Development of new business management systems 

 Development of new project management methods 

 Design and build big data applications to analyse and solve real-world problems 

  Novel solutions related to payment methods and access to finance 

Artisan products and Creative 

Industries 

 Film and/ audio production and post production services 

 Video games 

 Advertising production and post production 

 Fashion design (based on new materials or methods) 

Agri-Tech   Utilizing technology to improve the effective, efficient and sustainable use of 

farming practices/process 

 Developing a new use or application from an existing agricultural product 

Light-Manufacturing  Design and manufacturing of new products such as small furniture etc. using new 

materials, local materials, traditional methods 

Products and services aimed 

at improving efficiency and 

satisfying demand  

 Developing solutions aimed at achieving a more efficient use of resources (water, 

electricity etc.) 

 Development of new products currently served by imported goods or services in 

hotels 

 

GRANT APPLICANT’S ELIGIBILITY 

The IGNITE Grant is available to all new Micro and Small Businesses with potential to grow their businesses but 

whose main obstacle is accessing financing to implement innovation activities or projects aimed at developing new 

services, processes or products with a maximum grant assistance of J$4M.  Grants are available to business entities 

operating in Jamaica.  Only one application will be considered from each company.  

Note that previous IGNITE beneficiaries their companies and affiliated companies are not eligible for this grant 

under the IGNITE Cohort II programme. 
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The IGNITE II programme will consider projects from MSEs at two different stages of their business lifecycle. The 

characteristics of the businesses eligible for each category are outlined below: 

 

Table 3 - MSE Business Stage Eligibility 

Business Stage Seed Stage Early Stage 

Number of Companies 8 17 

Registration Status Registered company and 
business operating before 
August  1, 2018 and no earlier 
than August 1, 2010  

Registered company and business 
operating for a minimum of  two (2) years 
and a maximum of eight (8) years 

Revenue  No revenue requirement  Average annual revenue must be at 
least 50% the amount of grant 
resources being applied for. 

 Maximum revenue of J$60M  

Financial Capacity Provide or demonstrate 
access to 30% of the cost to 
execute the project 

 

 

Provide or demonstrate access to 30% of 
the total project cost committed to the 
execution of the IGNITE project. This must 
include all associated labour cost required 
to successfully implement the said project 

Minimum innovation 
project stage 

Ideation Prototype or product created and tested 
with the market – demonstrated market 
traction indicated by sales 

Primary objective of 
project 

To build a working prototype 
or model which can be tested 
in the market that will lead to 
a product launch. 

To scale market penetration and or to 
commercialize the project’s products or 
services during the implementation period 
(18 months) 

Available Grant Amounts  Maximum of J$2.5M  

 70% of the total project 
cost 

 Maximum of J$4M 

 70% of the total project cost 

Environmentally friendly The product or service has no adverse environmental impact.  

Human Resource capacity No human resource 
requirements  

Skills required to commercialise the project 

are in place and or have already been 

identified/sourced  

 

Category The entrepreneur is/will be operating in one of the eligible sectors defined at 

SECTION E - MSE’S APPLICATION AND CATEGORY ELIGIBILITY 

Advisory Board No advisory board 

requirements 

Companies must have an effective advisory 

board in place within six (6) months of 

execution of their IGNITE Agreement with 

the DBJ 
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MSE’S APPLICATION AND SELECTION PROCESS 

The process for the selection of MSEs is completed in three (3) phases as follows: 

 

 
 

Phase 1: Innovators application & shortlisting  

 The BSI accepts and reviews the MSE’s applications for IGNITE Grant; and  

 Submits shortlisted applications to DBJ for evaluation and funding.  

 

Phase 2: Technical Evaluation 

 The DBJ reviews and evaluate applications: 

o Applications that meet all the eligibility requirements will be recommended to be assessed by an 

Evaluation Committee; and 

o Applications that obtain a pass score during the evaluations will be invited to pitch presentation. 

 

Phase 3: Pitch Presentations 

 Applications with a minimum evaluation score of 70 points must attend a pitch interview to solicit funding;  

 Selection panel may pose questions to the owner of the business/idea based on the application submitted. 

 

Note: All eligible projects will be subjected to approval by the Managing Director and the Board of Directors of DBJ 

before Notification of Grant Award.  

Table 4 - MSE’s Application Scoring Matrix 

Evaluation Criteria Seed Stage Early Stage 

Innovativeness  25 20 

Project viability [ability to develop a working prototype (Idea Stage); 

ability to commercialize or  potential to scale and grow(Early Stage)] 
30 

30 

Relevant Experience (Business and Technical) 10 20 

Marketing Mix (customers, distribution, promotion, pricing) 10 10 

Impact (Social, Economic and Environmental) 10 10 

Credibility of Proposal (Risks, Budget and Work Plan) 15 10 

 Total 100 100 

 

(1)
Innovators 
apply for 

grants 
through a BSI

(2)
DBJ evaluates 
recommended 
Applications

(3)
MSE's Pitch 

Presentations

(4)
Grant 

Approval

(5)
Agreement 

Signing
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MSE’S FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 The size of individual grants will vary based on the needs of the MSE but shall not exceed a maximum of 

$J4M and J$2.5M for early stage and seed stage respectively; 

 The grant will cover a maximum of 70% of the project cost or less; 

 For commercialisation of the product/service, the grant awardee must provide minimum counterpart 

funding of 30% of the total project cost.  This amount may be broken down into 20% cash and 10% in kind; 

 Total project cost is within the financial capacity of the MSE. Evidence of the counterpart funding required 

to execute the IGNITE project must be submitted with the application. These may include but not limited 

to bank statements, letter of commitments from other grant donors  and investors; 

 MSEs that generate above J$60M per annum in revenue will be ineligible to access the grant;    

 MSE’s average revenue must be at least 50% of the grant amount being requested, except for those at the 

seed start stage; 

 Funds will be disbursed in accordance with the agreed budget and disbursement schedules. The grant 

amount will be disbursed in tranches based on the agreed budget contained in the Agreement; 

 The entrepreneur must have a bank account to be used exclusively for the business operations; 

 Procurement using grant funds shall adhere to the principles of “prudent shopping”. MSEs must therefore 

obtain three (3) quotations for each purchase except in situations where suppliers and MSEs have a pre-

existing relationship or where this is not feasible given the characteristics of the goods or services to be 

supplied; 

 Purchases should be made from the supplier offering best value; if this is not the least expensive option the 

entrepreneur must justify its choice; 

 All expenditure must be approved by the BSI before being made to a supplier; and   

 Disbursements beyond the implementation period will only be considered for reimbursement of 

expenditures for product/service already received during implementation.  

MSE’S FINANCING ARRANGEMENT 

The Business Service Intermediary will submit disbursement requests along with the supporting documentation to 
the DBJ for the disbursement of the various tranches of funds. Upon verification of the documents DBJ will disburse 
the amount recommended by the BSI, as per the disbursement schedules duly approved in the Agreement. 
 
The disbursement conditions for IGNITE beneficiaries are as follows: 
 
Table 5 - Disbursement conditions 

Disbursement Conditions 

Advance of up to 25% of funds 
(conditions apply) 

 Executed agreements and evidence of tax compliance  

 Properly completed Disbursement Request Form 

 Copy of Disbursement Schedule as per agreement  

 Pro Forma invoice and/or signed agreement or contract for the supply 

of equipment or  material required to create a product/prototype 

2nd  and subsequent tranches  At least 90% of previous disbursement must be spent  

 Properly completed Disbursement Request Form 

 Copy of Disbursement Schedule as per agreement 

 Schedule of administrative expenses (if relevant) 

 Monitoring (site visit) report certifying that equipment/goods were 

duly purchased and commissioned.  

 Copies of copy invoices, receipts, negotiated cheques and/or other 

relevant support must be submitted to substantiate purchases. 
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Note: 

 The number of grant disbursements will be based on the type of project and expenditures agreed upon in 

the grant agreement.   

 The Evaluation Committee reserves the right to recommend a disbursement schedule which, in their expert 

opinion, is more appropriate to the project being undertaken; 

 Each request for payment must be made on the Disbursement Request Form provided;  

 DBJ reserves the right to withhold further disbursements in instances where beneficiaries breaches the 

mutually agreed terms of the Agreement; 

 Disbursement will be based on project plan and maybe paid directly to suppliers where necessary; and 

 The grant funds technical support and or equipment acquisition. 

 
Funds disbursed to BSIs for the MSEs must be used within thirty (30) days of receipt.  DBJ must be informed of the 

reasons for lack of use of funds so that a determination can be made whether to allow for an extension of the 

time for implementation of project or to withdraw the grant made available to the MSE. 

COSTS COVERED UNDER IGNITE 

 

Allowable Costs 
The project activities may vary greatly across entrepreneurs and it is anticipated that this will have bearing on what 

is allowable under each circumstance. However, the critical rule will be that such costs are reasonable and integral 

to creating a viable and scalable enterprise.  Theses may include: 

 

a) Administrative expenses (including marketing and salaries) amounting to no more than 15% of the grant 

amount; 

b) External fees for Consultancies and technical assistance. These consultancies may also include Research and 

Development (R&D) personnel and related activities. Consultants hired should not include family members;  

c) Activities leading to a product launch to the market, including advertising costs not exceeding  10% of the 

total grant awarded. 

d) Equipment/software and machinery required to execute the project whether new or used (up to 50% of 

the total grant); 

e) Raw materials and consumables necessary to achieve proof of concept;  

f) Training activities related to the project activities; 

g) Technology acquisition and associated engineering works;  

h) Acquisition of technological licenses; 

i) Implementation of quality systems;  

 

SPECIFIC EXCLUSIONS 

The following costs are not eligible for funding by grants:  

a) Costs incurred before the award of the grant; 

b) Costs of legal incorporation; 

c) Purchase/rental of non-critical assets (e.g. buildings, vehicles and furniture);  

d) Construction of infrastructure except where inextricably linked to proof of concept;  

e) Utilities; 

f) GCT (only if the beneficiary is registered to collect this tax) 

g) Debt restructuring, payment of capital gains, or recovering of already invested capital,collateral to 

secure loan or repay loan, un-lending,(irrespective of no-for-interests, of repaying a loan,  
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h) Banking or export related charges/fees, duty, etc. 

i) Transfer of assets including equities, shares in social capital; 

j) Payment of subsidies or unemployment benefits; 

k) Acquisition of (real estate) properties; 

l) Payment of local and national taxes, fees, permits, etc. except GCT; and 

m) Payments to individuals or firms’ belonging to individuals including in the principals of the 

beneficiary companies. 

PROHIBITED BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS 

The DBJ is prohibited from entering into a business relationship with the following categories of businesses:  

 Shell Banks  

 Telegraph/Wire Transfer Offices  

 Money/Currency Exchange Houses  

 Unauthorised Telephone card sales  

 Pyramid Sales Schemes  

 Fantasy Phone Call Companies  

 Internet Gaming (including Sports Books)  

 Internet or Virtual Casinos  

 Unauthorised Direct Sales/Marketing  

 Cambios (unlicensed)  

 White Label Automatic Banking Machine 

(ABM) Operators  

 Massage parlours   

 Escort Services  

 Adult Content Web Sites  

 Sale/Distribution of pornographic or 

obscene material and other sexual 

communication / paraphernalia   

 

SELECTING GOODS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS 

The MSEs should ensure that their projects are supplied with the best solutions for optimal viability of their 

businesses.  The sourcing of goods and service should therefore take advantage of best practices which include the 

following: 

 Purchase goods from reputable and registered companies; 

 Entrepreneurs must collect and submit the relevant receipts for the goods and services procured; 

 Contracts are to be signed with vendors for acquisition of services. Contracts must indicate among other 

things, the service to be provided, cost of service inclusive of GCT and date for delivery; 

 Contracts are to be signed for acquisition of goods even if the product will be provided within 1 day; 

 Contracts must include among other things the detailed description of goods to be provided, the cost of 

goods inclusive of GCT and date for delivery; 

 Grant recipients must be guided by BSIs when purchasing goods and services both locally and overseas; 

 Due diligence should be conducted on all contractors/consultants; 

 Procurement using grant funds shall adhere to the principles of “prudent shopping”. MSEs must therefore 

obtain three (3) quotations for each purchase except in situations where suppliers and MSEs have a pre-

existing relationship or where this is not feasible given the characteristics of the goods or services to be 

supplied; and  

 Selection of a supplier should be based on ensuring value for money and not necessarily the least costly 

option. 

ROLE OF MSE / ENTREPRENEUR (GRANT AWARDEE) 

1. Project Application and Implementation  

1.1 Enter into a service agreement with selected BSI through which their applications for grant are 

submitted;  

1.2 MSE must remain tax compliant throughout the IGNITE programme; 
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1.3 Where tax compliance was not met at application, entrepreneur must provide evidence of valid 

tax compliance within six (6) months after signing their agreement with the DBJ; 

1.4 Where business Tax Registration Number (TRN) was not presented at application, the 

entrepreneur must provide evidence of TRN within one (1) month after signing their agreement 

with the DBJ; 

1.5 Present to BSI all application documents for review; 

1.6 Address all communications (queries and requests) for clarifications to your chosen BSI; and 

1.7 MSE/Entrepreneur must commit to spending a minimum of 30 hours per week working in the 

business being promoted. 

 

2. Capacity Building: Technical and Business Services Assistance 

2.1 Complete mandatory training programmes co-ordinated by the BSIs and or the DBJ; 

2.2 Include relevant capacity building training in work plan and/or budget; and 

2.3 Provide mentorship and or advice to future participants of the IGNITE programme. 

 

3. Disbursement and Management of Grant Funds  

3.1 Establish a business account (if not already created); 

3.2 Request a disbursement within six (6) months of signing the agreement with the DBJ.  Where a 

request is not possible, same should be reflected on the updated budget and work plan submitted 

to the BSI for approval; and 

3.3 Submit the completed disbursement request form to the BSI at least four (4) weeks prior to time 

of need. 

 

4. Reporting, Records Management and Monitoring and Evaluation 

 

Note that the final disbursement is not an indication the project is completed. Each project within the 

IGNITE Programme is required to complete at least 18-months of activities. These include the submission 

of MSE reports on a quarterly basis as follows: 

4.1 Complete quarterly reports and submit within the time agreed with the BSI;  

4.2 Submit six (6) quarterly reports and all data required under the IGNITE Programme to the BSI for 

the respective reporting period; 

4.3 The MSE must provide information for monitoring and evaluation of the project/business for two 

(2) years.  In addition they should provide pertinent information to assist with assessing the 

project’s impact for an additional 12 months;  

4.4 Adhere to agreements entered into under the IGNITE programme, participate in DBJ/BSI 

promotional activities during the project; and  

4.5 The MSE agrees to have predetermined data/information about his/her business published to 

showcase success stories from the project and is willing to participate in media campaigns. 

ATTACHMENTS TO MSES GRANT AGREEMENT 

The following documents are to be duly submitted prior to the execution of the grant agreement: 

 Project Description 

 Business Model/Plan 

 Project Budget  

 Proposed Disbursement Schedule 

 Agreed “Growth Strategy Plan” with milestones and indicators  
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PART 2 - APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A - DATA SHEET 

Submission of Grant Applications to DBJ must be guided as follows: 

 

Project Name  

Address and Key Contacts Christopher Brown 

General Manager, Strategic Services Division 

Development Bank of Jamaica Limited 

11A - 15 Oxford Road, 

Kingston 5, Jamaica W.I.  

E-mail: ignite@dbankjm.com 

Tel: +1 (876) 929-4000; 619-4000; 920-4787 

Fax: +1 (876) 929-6055  

 

 

Lu’Shana Cheddesingh 

Manager, Capacity Development 

Strategic Services Division 

Development Bank of Jamaica Limited 

11A - 15 Oxford Road, Kingston 5, Jamaica W.I.  

Tel: +1 (876) 929-4000; 619-4000; 920-4645 

E-mail: lfrancis@dbankjm.com 

Address for Submission of Applications IGNITE PROGRAMME 

ATTN: MANAGER - CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT 

Strategic Services Division 

Development Bank of Jamaica 

11A-15 Oxford Road, Kingston 5 

  

Language of  Applications English 

 

Number of Copies of Applications  One (1) printed original 

 

Applications Submission Deadline Online and printed copies must be submitted on the submission 

deadline on 31 August 2018 before 3:00  pm [Kingston Time]  

Place of  Applications Opening Development Bank of Jamaica Limited 

11A - 15 Oxford Road, Kingston 5, Jamaica W.I. 

Tel: +1 (876) 929-4000; (876) 619-4000  

Fax: +1 (876) 929-6055 

Web: www.dbankjm.com 

  

mailto:ignite@dbankjm.com
mailto:lfrancis@dbankjm.com
http://www.dbankjm.com/
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APPENDIX B - CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORIZATION 

Instructions: Where there are more authorized persons than this form allows, kindly attached another copy and 

complete all relevant sections.  

Project Title:   

Name of Organization:   

With reference to the titled project’s Agreement between Development Bank of Jamaica Limited (the “Grantor”) and the above 

named organization (the “Grantee”) as currently drafted I, the undersigned and duly authorized representative of the Grantee, do 

hereby certify that the following are the names, offices and true specimen signatures of the persons each of whom are, and will 

continue to be, authorized to represent the Grantee in all acts regarding the implementation of said Project: 

Name Office Specimen Signature: 

 

 
  

DOCUMENT(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN: 

☐ Disbursement Request Forms 

☐ Authorization to spend DBJ’s grant  

☐ Project Reports to DBJ 

☐ MOUs/Agreements and or Requests to amend MOUs/Agreements  

☐ Project Change Requests: e.g. scope, duration, budget, etc.  

☐ Supporting documents: e.g. AML/ATF*, counterpart commitment, & other related documents 

☐ If other, state here:  

Name Office Specimen Signature: 

 

 
  

DOCUMENT(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN: 

☐ Disbursement Request Forms 

☐ Authorization to spend DBJ’s grant  

☐ Project Reports to DBJ 

☐ MOUs/Agreements and or Requests to amend MOUs/Agreements  

☐ Project Change Requests: e.g. scope, duration, budget, etc.  

☐ Supporting documents: e.g. AML/ATF*, counterpart commitment, & other related documents 

☐ If other, state here: 

Name Office Specimen Signature: 

 

 
  

DOCUMENT(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN: 

☐ Disbursement Request Forms 

☐ Authorization to spend DBJ’s grant  

☐ Project Reports to DBJ 

☐ MOUs/Agreements and or Requests to amend MOUs/Agreements  

☐ Project Change Requests: e.g. scope, duration, budget, etc.  

☐ Supporting documents: e.g. AML/ATF*, counterpart commitment, & other related documents 

☐ If other, state here: 

☐ Any two (2) of the above mentioned representatives must act jointly in any relevant action. 

You may assume that any such person continues to be so authorized until you receive authorized written notice from 
the Grantee that they, or any of them, is no longer so authorized. 

Authorized Signature Authorized Signature 

  

Name Name 

Position Position 

* Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorism Financing (AML/ATF) 
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APPENDIX C - APPLICANT’S DECLARATION  

IN THE MATTER OF CALLS FOR IGNITE GRANT APPLICATIONS  

ISSUED BY THE DEVELOPMENT BANK OF JAMAICA  

I/We [Name of Applicant], the undersigned do solemnly and sincerely declare as follows:  

1. That I am /we are not aware of any conflict or potential conflict arising from prior or existing contracts or 

relationships   with Development Bank of Jamaica Limited (DBJ) which could materially affect my judgement 

in complying with the obligations under the IGNITE Programme. 

 

2. That I/we have no prior or existing contracts, loans, or relationship with DBJ, its Board of Directors, its 

affiliates, representatives, advisors or consultants or otherwise that could materially affect my /our 

judgement in complying with the obligations under the IGNITE Programme. 

 

3. That should any conflict arise during the IGNITE Programme, and/ or during implementation of the 

approved Project, I /we will immediately advise DBJ, and will abide by any decision made by DBJ as a 

consequence of the disclosure. 

OR 

4. That except as disclosed below, I am /we are not aware of any conflict or potential conflict arising from 

prior or existing contracts or relationships which could materially affect my/ our judgement in complying 

with the obligations under the IGNITE Programme. 

 

I/ We disclose that the following may be in conflict with my Application: 

 

Name of Project/Nature of Relationship Date Started Description of Conflict 

   

   

   

   

 

And I/We make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true under and by virtue of the 

Voluntary Declarations Act. 

 

Dated the  day of     2018. 

 

 

Taken, Acknowledged and Declared by the said  

[Name of Applicant]  

 

In the presence of:  

 

)  

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

 

[Name of representative of the Applicant] 

 

Justice of the Peace   

 



DEVELOPMENT BANK OF JAMAICA LIMITED 
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APPENDIX D - MSE GRANT APPLICATION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

MSE APPLICATION FOR GRANT FUNDING 
July 2018 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11a-15 Oxford Road, Kingston 10,  Jamaica, W.I., (876) 929-4000, 619-4000 - www.dbankjm.com 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Carefully review and complete all areas of this application 

2. Type in the white spaces provided 

3. ALL SECTIONS ON THIS FORM MUST BE COMPLETED OR THE APPLICATION WILL BE REJECTED.   

4. Insert ‘N/A’ if the information requested is not applicable.  

5. Applicants who falsify information will be disqualified from any future assistance from the DBJ. 

6. Refer to the Operations Manual for further information on the application and evaluation process.  

7. Completed application forms with relevant attachments and supporting documents must be 
submitted in the stipulated format and timelines outlined by your selected Business Services 
Intermediary (BSI).  
These must include, but is not limited to the following: 

o Ninety (90) seconds video pitch presentation; 
o Copies of your Certificate of Incorporation or business registration; 
o A valid Tax Compliance Certificate/Letter (Compliance will be considered valid if its 

expiration date falls after submission date); and 
o Copies of all relevant permits and approvals must be included for projects which will impact 

the environment. E.g. Food processing projects must submit the requisite health food and 
safety standards. 

Applications will be coordinated by the respective BSI and submitted to the Development Bank of 
Jamaica Limited (DBJ).   Interested entrepreneurs must contact their chosen BSI on or before 
August 2, 2018 to complete application forms.   

8. All recommendations with associated applications and relevant attachments and supporting 
documents must be submitted by the BSIs to DBJ no later than 31 August 2018 at 3:00 pm 
[Kingston time] on under cover letter detailing the content of the submissions. The BSI will be 
provided with an Acknowledgment Receipt which will serve as proof of date of submission of the 
application. 

9. Address all communications (queries and requests) for clarifications to your chosen BSI. 

NOTE: 

DBJ will not accept grant applications for projects directly from the MSEs.   Applications sent by other 
means (e.g. by fax or by e-mail) or delivered to other addresses will be rejected; 
Successful applicants will be required to comply with requirements under the DBJ’s Anti-Money Laundering 
and Combatting the Financing of Terrorism Policy (www.dbankjm.com) and the Anti-Money Laundering Act 
(1998) before the DBJ can enter into any Agreement with the applicant.  
 
Failure to comply with those requirements will lead to the rejection of the application 
 
 
Disclaimer  

 The Development Bank of Jamaica reserves the right to amend the scoring guidelines at any point in 
time. 

 Only companies that have met the minimum stipulated requirements will be presented to the 
Evaluation Committee. 
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SECTION A: PROJECT SUMMARY 
NAME OF BSI:   TOTAL PROJECT COST: J$   

BUSINESS NAME:  REQUESTED AMOUNT: J$  

BUSINESS ADDRESS:   COUNTERPART FUNDING: J$  

BUSINESS EMAIL ADDRESS:   SOURCE OF CASH COUNTERPART:   

BUSINESS TEL. NO:  PREVIOUS INVESTMENT RECEIVED: J$ 
 BUSINESS FAX NO:  

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR:    

TITLE/POSITION IN THE BUSINESS:  

GENDER: ☐ Male  ☐  Female 

HOME ADDRESS:  

TEL. NO:  

EMAIL:  

BANKER:  
 

PURPOSE OF GRANT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROJECT OVERVIEW: BUSINESS DATA: 
REGISTRATION DATE:    

REGISTRATION NO.:  

REGISTRATION EXPIRY DATE:  

LEGAL STATUS: (LLc/Sole 
trader/Partnership)  

BUSINESS TRN:  

TCC NO.:  

TCC EXPIRATION DATE:  

ENTERPRISE CATEGORY:   ☐ Micro   ☐ Small    

INDUSTRY CALSSIFICATION: (source: jic.statinja.gov.jm) 

SECTION:  

DIVISION:  
 

EMPLOYMENT 

 CURRENT 
(As at 31 Mar 2018) 

PROJECTED 
(After 24 months) 

TYPE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE 

FULL TIME     

PART TIME     

DISABLE     

 
FINANCIAL INFORMATION  

TOTAL: 
As at 

31 Mar 2018 
PROJECTED 
Mar 2019 

PROJECTED 
Mar 2020 

REVENUE/SALES  $ $ $ 

GROSS PROFIT $ $ $ 

GP MARGIN $ $ $ 

NET PROFIT $ $ $ 

BUSINESS ASSETS  $ $ $ 

BUSINESS VALUE $ $ $ 

 
 

INDICATORS FOR ECONOMIC IMPACT 
ESTIMATE AT END OF  

24 MONTHS ($) 

Value of Export  (per annum)  

Value of Investment (per annum)  

Value of Sales (per annum)  

Taxes Payable (per annum)  

 
 

CURRENT BUSINESS OPERATION 

This project is the only source of revenue  ☐ YES    ☐ NO 

Registered to and is collecting GCT ☐ YES    ☐ NO 

Listed on the Stock Exchange ☐ YES    ☐ NO 

Stage of Innovation: (see Operational Manual for listing) 
 

IGNITE CLASSIFICATION: (see Operational Manual for listing) 
 
 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 
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Type of Innovation:   

 ☐ Product   ☐ Process  ☐ Service 

No. of Local Outlets : 

No. of Export Market/Region: 

Location of Export Markets: 
 

INTERESTS: Other Goals during IGNITE  

☐ Access Loans  ☐  Receive Angel Investment  

☐ List on Stock Exchange ☐  Access New Export Markets 

☐ Launch Product ☐ 
 

 

 

IGNITE Disbursement Schedule  
Disb. 
No. 

Expenditure Amount  ($J) Date 
Comments 
(Explanations) 

1     

2     

3     

4     

 Total    

 
FOR DBJ OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

 
 Application #:  

  

PURPOSE OF THIS SUBMISSION: THE MD IS BEING ASKED TO APPROVE GRANT OF  
 

J$:  to:  

Name of Company 

 
IGNITE GRANT  J$ 

EQUITY J$ 

TOTAL COST  J$ 

GRANT: EQUITY % OF PROJECT COST   : 

  
 

 

  
RECOMMENDED BY:  APPROVED BY: 

 

 
 
  

 

 

 

 

EVALUATOR 1  DATE:  MANAGER, CAPACITY DEV.  DATE: 

 

 
 
  

 

 

 

 

EVALUATOR 2  DATE:  GM, STRATEGIC SERVICES  DATE: 

 

 
 
  

 

 

 

 

EVALUATOR 3  DATE:  MANAGING DIRECTOR  DATE: 
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SECTION B: GENERAL INFORMATION  
 Applicant Details 

B1 Your name (first and last name): 

B2 Gender:   ☐ Male  ☐ Female 

B3 Home Address: 

B4 Telephone: 

B5 Email: 

B6 Your title/position in the company/business: 

B7 Describe your primary business activity that has sustaining the business for the last 3-years: 
 

 
 Identification of the Partner(s) 

(repeat table as needed) 
B1 Your name (first and last name): 

B2 Gender:  ☐ Male  ☐ Female  

B3 Home Address: 

B4 Telephone: 

B5 Email: 

B6 Your title/position in the company/business: 

B7 Describe your primary business activity that has sustaining the business for the last 3-years: 
 

 
SECTION C: GOVERNANCE OF THE APPLICANT  

C1 Information on the Governance of the Applicant (and Partners) 
In case of a consortium – the information must be provided by the main applicant/coordinator and by all 
partners (repeat table as many times as needed). 

 Shareholders of first rank: 

 Name of shareholder Nationality/Legal residence % shareholding 

    

    

    

C2 Existing subsidiaries of the company 

 Name of Company Country Main activity % shareholding 

     

     

C3 Board of Directors 
(list below and attach individual CVs along with two types of identification for each member. Acceptable forms of 
identification include passport, drivers licence or voter ID) 

 No. First and Last Name Nationality  Gender Age 

 1     

 2     
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SECTION D: OPERATIONAL CAPACITY OF THE APPLICANT  
D1 Management Team  

(list below and attach individual CVs along with two types of identification for each member. Acceptable 
forms of identification include passport, drivers licence or voter ID) 

 # First and Last Name Role/Position in 
business/project 

Citizenship  PEP2 (Y/N) Gender Age 

 1       

 2       

 3       

 4       

 5       

D3 Consultants/ Advisory Team/ Business Coach 
(Involvement of consultants in the project should be justified and details provided below) 

 # First and Last Name 
 

Name of Company  Duties of the Consultant 

 1    

 2    

 3    

 4    

 5    

D4 What level of expertise do you and/or your team have in commercialisation of a product, project 
management and/or business management?  
If the team lacks commercial or management expertise, how will this be addressed? (300 words max) 

 
 
 

 

D5 What relevant technical and business experience and qualifications does the team have? (max 400 
words) 

 
 
 

 

 
SECTION E: GRANT ELIGIBILITY AND FINANCIAL CAPACITY OF THE APPLICANT  

E1 Describe your primary business activity that has been sustaining the business for the last 3-years: 
 
The applicant should provide the following documents as evidence of financial capacity: 

☐  Audited Financial Statements of the last financial year available and/ current financial 
statements 

 ☐  Applicant Declaration notarized by a Justice of the Peace 

 ☐  In house financials for current year 

 
 
 

 

E2 Explain why grant financing is necessary for your business/ innovation to succeed. What will this grant 
enable your firm to achieve? (max 200 words) 

 
 
 

 

                                                           
2 Politically Exposed Persons - someone with prominent position or influence 
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E3 Provide details of any funds and/ or in-kind support that you will put towards your business/ 
innovation, or any funds/in-kind support that you have put towards your business/ innovation to date. 
(200 words max) 
 
Note: any funds and/ or in-kind support provided below must be clearly identifiable in the Budget and 
Work Plan with its Item description related amounts 

 
 
 

 

E4 Provide details of any funds and/or in-kind support that has been committed by donors/ investors/ 
other parties in the last four (4) years. 
(include the name of the organisation, name of referee/contact person, the amount received, and the 
year received, purpose and results) (200 words max) 

☐ Letters of commitment by co-financiers are attached 

 
 
 

 

 
SECTION F: INNOVATIVENESS OF PROJECT PROPOSAL 

F1 Description of innovation. Be sure to indicate whether it is a product (good or service), or process, a 
new marketing method, or a new organizational method in business practices, workplace organization 
or external relations. (500 words max)  

 
 
 

 

F2 How is the product/process/service new or innovative?  (300 words max) 

 
 
 

 

F3 How will your business/ innovation benefit the economy? How will this impact be quantified and 
measured? (max 300 words) 

 
 
 

 

 

SECTION G: PROJECT VIABILITY 
G1 Commercial Potential and Revenue Model: What is the commercial potential of this 

product/process/service? What is potential revenues to be realised by the firm through the innovation? 
What is the minimum viable product? Charts and/or infographics may be appended  
(250 words max)  

 ☐ Business model canvas to be attached 

☐ Marketing Plan to be attached (if available) 

 
 
 

 

G2 Growth Strategy:  Indicate whether or not the company’s project can grow and scale globally. What are 
the strategies which will be employed to create growth of the company for the next 5 years?  You can 
indicate multiple paths to achieving growth. Charts and/or infographics may be appended  
(300 words max)  
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G3 Regulatory approval. What licenses/permits does the project require for implementation? Which of 
these have you already applied for/ obtained? Indicate the name of the regulatory agency/licensing 
authority to which the application was made and reference number (if applicable).  
What is the purpose of the permit and expiration date? 
(max 200 words) 

 
 
 

 

G4 Have you secured any intellectual property (IP) rights for your business/ innovation? If yes, describe 
the status of the application and the country in which the application was filed.  (max 200 words) 

 
 
 

 

G5 Do you intend to utilise the grant towards IP protection and or securing licences? If yes, provide 
details. (max 250 words) 

 
 
 

 

 
SECTION H: MARKETING MIX 

H1 Market Demand: Describe the customer problem your business idea or innovation proposes to solve. 
What demand does your product/process/service satisfies. (400 words max) 

 
 
 

 

H2 Outline your Pricing strategy (200 words max) 

 
 
 

 

H3 Target Market and Value Proposition: Describe the target market/ intended customers, and provide an 
estimate in terms of size and value. What evidence is there that customers will pay for this technology/ 
product or service compared with similar market offerings? Describe any existing interest from potential 
customers. (400 words max) 

 
 
 

 

H4 Competition: Identify and describe potential and existing competitors in the market place. What are their 
strengths and weaknesses? (400 words max) 

 
 
 

 

H5 Competitive Advantage: What is your unique selling point? What makes your product/service more 
compelling than existing alternatives or alternatives currently in development? (200 words max) 

 
 
 

 

H6 Route to Market: What is the expected route to market and what channels will be used to reach 
customers? Identify any potential customers/licensees that have been contacted. Have you identified any 
relevant partnerships and connections that needs to be made?  
(300 words max) 
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H7 What are your promotional strategies?  How will your target market be informed about your 
product(s)/service(s)? (300 words max) 

 
 
 

 

 
SECTION I: Environmental IMPACT 
Note that, where applicable, it is mandatory for all IGNITE grant recipients to receive NEPA permit/licence 
certification either before or during the project period.  To assess whether your project is environmentally 
friendly, complete the Environment Risk Management Checklist attached herein as APPENDIX - ENVIRONMENTAL 
RISK MANAGEMENT CHECKLIST. 

I1 If applicable, indicate how will your business/ innovation benefit the environment? How will these 
impacts be quantified and measured? (max 300 words) 

 # Environmental Benefit Means of measuring/quantifying 

 1   

 2   

 3   

I2 If your product/process/service will potentially have a negative impact on the environment, describe 
this negative impact and indicate how these potential negative impacts will be mitigated? (max 200 
words) 

 # Negative environmental impact Mitigating strategy 

 1   

 2   

 3   

 

SECTION J: SOCIAL IMPACT 
J1 Where applicable, indicate how your business/innovation will benefit the community? How will these 

impacts be quantified and measured? (max 300 words) 

 # Benefit to the community Means of measuring/quantifying 

 1   

 2   

 3   

J2 Where applicable, indicate how your business/innovation will benefit women? How will these impacts be 
quantified and measured?  (max 300 words) 

 # Benefit to women Means of measuring/quantifying 

 1   

 2   

 3   

J3 Where applicable, indicate how your business/innovation will benefit the disabled? How will these impacts 
be quantified and measured? (max 300 words) 

 # Benefit to the disabled Means of measuring/quantifying 
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 1   

 2   

 3   

 

SECTION K: IGNITE PROJECT 
K1 Indicate the objectives of this project  

(E.g. 10% increase in revenue by November 2019, e.g. 40% increase in number of units packaged weekly) 
along with the results/outputs, indicators and targets. Objectives must be specific, measureable, 
achievable, realistic and time bound (SMART).  
You can list more than one result/output for each objective  
Note: objectives listed below must be clearly identifiable in the Budget and Work Plan 

 Objective/Goal Results/Outputs Verifiable Indicator Target 

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

 

K2 Budget and Work plan (Complete and attach the Budget and Work Plan template provided.) 
 
The budget and work plan must be aligned with the objectives and results stated above. Be sure to state 
your assumptions. Budget presented should incorporate assumptions that the grant received is $2.5M and 
also the assumption that grant received is $4 M 

 
 
 
 

Total Project Cost: J$ 
 
Amount being requested:   J$                                       

 

K3 Risks: Complete the table below by identifying the main risks that may impact upon the success of your 
business, the likelihood of occurrence of each risk and an outline of a strategy for mitigating each risk.  
(Note that risks & uncertainties that could affect the business idea include technical risks and commercial risks 
as well as external factors such as market, legal, regulatory or environmental.) 

 Risks (add rows as required) 
Likelihood 

(Low, Med, High) 
Risk Mitigation Strategy 

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

SECTION L: TRAINING 
L1 List the type of training you have received in the past 3 years.  

Note: Activities listed here must be clearly identifiable in the Budget and Work Plan 
 (Add more rows if required ) 

 # Name of Training Programme Name of Institution Date Received 

 1    

 2    
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 3    

 4    

 5    

L7 Indicate what type of training you would like to receive from your BSI/incubator in the next 24 months. (Add 
more rows if required) 

 Name of Training Programme 

 1  

 2  

 3  

 4  

 5  

L2 Indicate what type of services you have received or will receive from your BSI/incubator : 

 # Service(s) Date Received/To be received 

 1   

 2   

 3   

 4   

 5   

 

SECTION M: Authorized Signatories 
I certify that the information contained in this application is correct to the best of my knowledge. 

M1 APPLICANT 
 PRINT NAME: 

 

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE: 
 

 POSITION: 
 

DATE:  
 

 EMAIL: 
 

PHONE: 
 

 

M2 FOR BSI INTERNAL PURPOSES ONLY 
 APPROVED BY (NAME): 

 

SIGNATURE: 
 

 POSITION:  
 

DATE:  
 

 RECOMMENDED AMOUNT OF GRANT: 
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SECTION O: ENVIRONMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT CHECKLIST 
As adapted from the FCGP Project Operational Manual  
Certain projects are not eligible for financing because they are listed under the Exclusion List shown 
below.  Those project activities include: 

Excluded activity   Y/N 

1. Those that are illegal under Jamaica country laws, regulations or ratified international 
conventions and agreements 

 

2. Projects that would be classified as Category A under the World Bank OP/BP 4.01 

(A proposed project is classified as Category A if it is likely to have significant adverse 
environmental impacts that are sensitive, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 
affect an area broader than the sites or facilities subject to physical works. Environmental 
Assessment (EA) for a Category A project examines the project's potential negative and 
positive environmental impacts, compares them with those of feasible alternatives (including 
the 'without project' situation), and recommends any measures needed to prevent, minimize, 
mitigate, or compensate for adverse impacts and improve environmental performance. For 
a Category A project, the borrower is responsible for preparing a report, normally an 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) (or a suitably comprehensive regional or sectorial 
EA) that includes, as necessary, elements of the other instruments referred to in paragraph 
7 of Operational Policy 4.01) 

 

3. Projects that would involve significant conversion or degradation of critical natural 
habitats or natural habitats 

 

4. Projects that would involve significant impacts on physical cultural resources  

5. Projects that would involve the purchase, use or management of significant quantities of 
pesticides 

 

6. Forest commercial harvesting that includes areas of critical forest or related critical 
habitat or industrial-scale projects, including plantations, that do not have independent 
forest certification 

 

7. Community or small-scale harvesting forest projects by small-scale landholders or local 
communities that do not adhere to forest management standards consistent with 
requirements for a forest certification system (World Bank OP 4.36, Para. 10) or have an 
acceptable time-bound action plan to achieve such standards.  

 

8. Projects that would directly or indirectly involve the construction of a dam greater than 
10 meters in height or the use of water from a dam greater than 10 meters in height 

 

9. Weapons and ammunitions  

10. Alcoholic beverages (excluding wine and beer)3  

11. Tobacco4  

12. Gambling, casinos and equivalent enterprises5  

13. Wildlife or wildlife products regulated under Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)6 

 

                                                           
3This does not apply to companies for which the operations/activities related to these criteria comprise less than 10 percent of 

companies total annual revenue 
4 This does not apply to companies for which the operations/activities related to these criteria comprise less than 10 percent of 

companies total annual revenue 
5 This does not apply to companies for which the operations/activities related to these criteria comprise less than 10 percent of 

companies total annual revenue 
6www.cites.org 

http://www.cites.org/
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Excluded activity   Y/N 

14. Radioactive materials7  

15. Unbounded asbestos fibres8  

16. Commercial logging operations or the purchase of logging equipment for use in primary 
tropical moist forest9 

 

17. Polychlorinated biphenyl compounds (PCBs)  

18. Pharmaceuticals subject to international phase outs or bans10  

19. Pesticides/herbicides subject to international phase outs or bans11  

20. Ozone depleting substances subject to international phase out12  

21. Drift net fishing in the marine environment using nets in excess of 2.5 km. in length  

22. Trans boundary trade in waste or waste products13, except for non-hazardous waste 
destined for recycling 

 

23. Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs)14  

24. Non-compliance with workers fundamental principles and rights at work15  

25. Significant degradation of a National Park or similar protected area16  

26. Real estate speculation  

27. Land acquisition that would involve involuntary resettlement or land acquisition in which 
there is not a willing seller 

 

                                                           
7 This does not apply to the purchase of medical equipment, quality control (measurement) equipment and any equipment where 

it can be demonstrated that the radioactive source is to be trivial and/or adequately shielded 
8 This does not apply to the purchase and use of bonded asbestos cement sheeting where the asbestos content is <20%. 
9 Primary forest is defined as relatively intact forest that has been essentially unmodified by human activity for the previous 60 to 

80 years; and Tropical moist forest is generally defined as forest in areas that receive not less than 100 mm of rain in any month 

for two out of three years and have an annual mean temperature of 240 C or higher. 
10 Pharmaceutical products subject to phase outs or bans in United Nations, Banned Products: Consolidated List of Products 

Whose Consumption and/or Sale Have Been Banned, Withdrawn, Severely Restricted or not Approved by Governments. (Last 

version 2001, www.who.int/medicines/library/qsm/edm-qsm-2001-3/edm-qsm-2001_3.pdf) 
11Pesticides and herbicides subject to phase outs or bans included in both the Rotterdam Convention (www.pic.int) and the 

Stockholm Convention (www.pops.int). 
12 Ozone Depleting Substances (ODSs) are chemical compounds which react with and deplete stratospheric ozone, resulting in 

the widely publicized ‘ozone holes’. The Montreal Protocol lists ODSs and their target reduction and phase out dates. The 

chemical compounds regulated by the Montreal Protocol includes aerosols, refrigerants, foam blowing agents, solvents, and fire 

protection agents. (www.unep.org/ozone/montreal.shtml). 
13 Define by the Basel Convention (www.basel.int). 
14 Defined by the International Convention on the reduction and elimination of persistent organic pollutants (POPs)(September 

1999) and presently include the pesticides aldrin, chlordane, dieldrin, endrin, heptachlor, mirex, and toxaphene, as well as the 

industrial chemical chlorobenzene (www.pops.int)  
15 Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work means (i) freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to 

collective bargaining; (ii) prohibition of all forms of forced or compulsory labor; (iii) prohibition of child labor, including 

without limitation the prohibition of persons under 18 from working in hazardous conditions (which includes construction 

activities), persons under 18 from working at night, and that persons under 18 be found fit to work via medical examinations; 

(iv) elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation, where discrimination is defined as any distinction, 

exclusion or preference based on race, color, sex, religion, political opinion, national extraction, or social origin. (International 

Labor Organization: www.ilo.org) 

16 In addition to in-country designated areas, other areas include: natural World Heritage Sites (defined by World Heritage 

Convention, http://whc.unesco.org/nwhc/pages/doc/main.htm.), United Nations List of National Parks and Protected Areas, 

designated wetlands of international importance (defined by RAMSAR Convention, www.ramsar.org), or selected areas (e.g., 

strict nature reserves/wilderness areas, natural parks, natural monuments or habitat/species management areas) defined by IUCN 

(International Conservation Union, www.iucn.org). 

http://www.who.int/medicines/library/qsm/edm-qsm-2001-3/edm-qsm-2001_3.pdf
http://www.pic.int/
http://www.pops.int/
http://www.unep.org/ozone/montreal.shtml
http://www.basel.int/
http://www.pops.int/
http://www.ilo.org/
http://whc.unesco.org/nwhc/pages/doc/main.htm
http://www.ramsar.org/
http://www.iucn.org/
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SECTION P: IGNITE MSE’S Project Eligibility Checklist 

Project Name:  

Registered Business Name:  

Name Trading as:  
 
The criteria listed here will be used to determine if the project is eligible for evaluation for funding under the 
IGNITE project. Applications must meet all the following criteria (indicated by a Y) for consideration.  
Application will be deemed incomplete and will not be considered without the required supporting documents. 
Supporting documents must be indicated in the attached Appendix 3 

Eligibility Criteria Y/N or 
NA 

Comments from BSIs 
(where applicable explain how determined) 

1. The product or service is an innovation as 
defined in the Glossary of the Operational 
Manual. 

  

2. The product or service is being tested, 
market ready and ready for production 
and commercialization  
(this is not applicable for projects at Idea Stage) 

 (this is not applicable for projects at Idea Stage) 

3. Skills required to implement this project 
are in place and or have already been 
identified/sourced  

  

4. The product/service being developed is 
environmentally friendly 

 Explain how determined 

5. The entrepreneur is/will be operating in 
one of the eligible categories defined  in the 
Operational Manual 

  

6. The enterprise is categorized as micro or 
small according to the definition in 
Glossary of the Operational Manual 

 State category: 

☐MICRO  ☐SMALL  
 

7. The Company is a NEWLY incorporated 
business – registered for at least 1-year 

  

8. The Company is registered with the 
Companies Office of Jamaica.  Copy of 
Certificate of Incorporation must be 
submitted. 

 Registration #: 
Date of Incorporation (D-M-Y): 
Business Name Expires (D-M-Y):  

Certificate of Incorporation seen: ☐YES   ☐NO 

9. Company has a business Tax Registration 
Number (TRN)  

  
TRN#: 

10. Company has Tax Compliance Certificate 
or is willing to acquire TCC during the 
project. Copy of valid Tax Compliance 
Certificate/Letter must be submitted. 
Where tax compliance was not met at 
application,  the applicant must provide 
evidence of a valid TCC within 6 months 
after signing their agreement with DBJ.  
(this is not applicable for projects at Idea Stage) 

 (this is not applicable for projects at Idea Stage) 
TCC #: 
Expiry date: 

TCC Letter/Cert seen: ☐YES   ☐NO  
Note: Tax Compliance will be considered valid if 
its expiration date falls after submission date 

11. The business is or will be operating in 
Jamaica 

 BSI to advise/confirm how determined 
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Eligibility Criteria Y/N or 
NA 

Comments from BSIs 
(where applicable explain how determined) 

12. Entrepreneur is/has been a registered 
member of the BSI’s incubator – accessing 
physical or virtual incubation services. 

  
Date registered/started: 

13. The grant required is less than or equal to 
J$4M 

  

14. Grant funds being requested constitute 
70% or less of the project cost (the funds 
required to commercialize the product) 

  

15. The intended use of funds is in line with the 
list of eligible costs listed outlined in the 
Operational Manual. 

  

16. The applicant is actively seeking funding to 
commercialise the product or service.  

 Explain how determined 

17. Proof of other funding source for the 
project (commitment letter, bank 
statements etc.) is available or can be made 
available within 30 days of obtaining  grant 
approval. 

 BSI to advise/confirm type & value of evidence 

18. The company has the ability to create 
additional employment within 2 years of 
being awarded the grant 

 BSI to advise/confirm how determined 
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APPLICANTS’ CHECKLIST  
Tick which of the following documents are being submitted as part of this application: 

☐ Evidence concerning applicants compliance with eligibility criteria 

☐ Proof of Registration for the Business 

☐ Tax Compliance Certificate/Letter 

☐ Copy of Business TRN Card 

☐ 
Copies of two (2) Identification for each member of Management Team  
(Passport, Drivers licence, Voters ID) 

☐ CVs for each member of the Management Team  

☐ 
Copies of two (2) Identification for each member of Board of Directors  
(Passport, Drivers lic., Voters ID) 

☐ CVs for each member of the Board of Directors 

☐ Business Model Canvas 

☐ Budget and Work Plan (Excel Spreadsheet) 

☐ Environmental Risk Management Checklist 

☐ Ninety (90) seconds Pitch video/presentation 

☐ Audited Financial Statements of the last financial year available and/ current financial statements 

☐ Applicant’s Declaration notarized by a Justice of the Peace 

☐ Bank Account Form  

☐ Letter of commitment by co-financiers   
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APPENDIX E - MSE’S BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS 

 

Instructions: REPLACE BLUE TEXT WITH RESPONSES 

 

Key Partners 

Who are our Key 

Partners?  

Who are our Key 

Suppliers?  

Which Key 

Resources are we 

acquiring from 

partners?  

Which Key 

Activities do 

partners perform? 

  

Key Activities 
What Key Activities 

do our Value 

Propositions 

require? 

Our Distribution 

Channels? 

Customer 

Relationships? 

Revenue streams? 

  

Value Proposition 
What value do we 

deliver to the 

customer? 

Which one of our 

customer’s 

problems are we 

helping to solve? 

What bundles of 

products and 

services are we 

offering to each 

Customer Segment? 

Which customer 

needs are we 

satisfying? 

  

Customer 

Relationships 
What type of 

relationship does 

each of our 

Customer 

Segments expect us 

to establish and 

maintain with them? 

Which ones have we 

established? 

How are they 

integrated with the 

rest of our business 

model? 

How costly are they? 

  

Customer 

Segments 
For whom are we 

creating value? 

Who are our most 

important 

customers? 

  

Key Resources 
What Key 

Resources do our 

Value Propositions 

require? 

Our Distribution 

Channels? 

Customer 

Relationships? 

Revenue Streams? 

  

Channels 
Through which 

Channels do our 

Customer Segments 

want to be reached? 

How are we 

reaching them now? 

How are our 

Channels 

integrated? 

Which ones work 

best? 

Which ones are most 

cost-efficient? 

How are we 

integrating them with 

customer routines? 

  

Cost Structure 

What are the most important costs inherent in our 

business model? 

Which Key Resources are most expensive? 

Which Key Activities are most expensive? 

  

Revenue Streams 

For what value are our customers really willing to 

pay? 

For what do they currently pay? 

How are they currently paying? 

How would they prefer to pay? 

How much does each Revenue Stream contribute to 

overall revenues? 
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APPENDIX F - MSE BUDGET AND WORK PLAN 

IGNITE BUDGET     
  Business Name: Company Name    

Financial reports must be completed on a quarterly basis as agreed with the DBJ.   
 
Where supporting documents have not been previously submitted, the related copy invoices, receipts, negotiated cheques and/or other relevant support for expenditure completed in the period must accompany 
each report and your request for disbursement.   

 

Date last modified: 2-DATE-2018   version #:   
 

#  
Budget 

Activities       
Strategic Objectives MILESTONES 

Total 
Budget 

DBJ’s 
Grant 

Counterpart 

P
LA

N
N

IN
G

  

P
H

A
SE

   
Implementation Timeline (Months) 

   

Other 
Donors 

Applicant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18   

                                                

                          X X X                 

          X X X X X X X X X X X                 

          X X X X X X X X X X X                 

            X X X X X X X X X X                 
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APPENDIX G - STAGES IN IGNITE COMMERCIALIZATION PROCESS 

No. Stage Description 

6 Commercialization Commercialization is the process by which a new product or service is 

introduced into the general market. The process of commercialization is 

broken into phases, from the initial introduction of the product through its 

mass production and adoption. It takes into account the production, 

distribution, marketing, sales and customer support required to achieve 

commercial success. 

5 Product Development Perfecting the technical aspects and making plans to produce and distribute 

the product.  

4 Market Testing Prototypes developed for market testing are release in select areas to 

determine whether the product sells well, and evaluate why sales are high 

or low. The price and the effectiveness of the marketing messages are 

evaluated. This may also include a small launch to help determine what 

needs to be done before an official launch. Adjustments are done to the 

prototype or a new version developed (if necessary). 

3 Prototype Development A prototype of the product is developed and shared with a handful of 

customers and key partners for feedback. The feedback is used to craft 

marketing messages and developing marketing campaign ideas, such as 

email campaigns, websites, billboards or posters, 

2 Screen/Pitching Idea Screening helps evaluate an idea and measure its potential benefits and 

problems. From there, a decision can be made about an idea’s future. 

1 Idea Creation Idea Generation and Mobilization: New ideas are created during idea 

generation. Mobilization occurs when the idea is moved to a different 

physical or logical location, such as an outside firm or another department 

 

 

 


